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INTRODUCTION.

Pedagogical research in the United States has been a

main source of influence in the Scandinavian countries,

especially in the years following the Second World War.,

The predominant views on how to conduct scientific re-

search in pedagogics is embedded in the positivist phi-

losophy of science, which is almost uncritically accep-

ted in standard textbooks on how to conduct research

(cf. e.g. Kerlinger, 1973; Travers, 1970). Pedagogical

research is furthermore heavily influenced by theoreti-

cal, conceptual, and methodological development within

disciplines like psychology, sociology, and social psy-

chology. In fact, it has even seriously been suggested

that the important variables of pedagogical research

are psychological or socio-psychological (cf. Kerlinger,

1969).

In the late 60's the elements of a radical critique in

pedagogics emerged in several European countries. This

radical critique is an important back-ground for the

following discussion in this paper, as attempt to

analyze some of the persisting dilemmas in research on

curriculum and teaching.

It should, however, be noted that critique of current

views on pedagogical research and practice is emerging

in the United States too.

An inXra-paradigmatic critique (cf. Kuhn, 1970) has,

of course, always been voiced. The paper by Shulman

(1970) on the necessary r3construction of educational

research, as well as the paper by Walberg (1971) on al-

ternative strategies in the field of individualized

teaching may be mentioned as examples. Their critique

is consequently primarily methodological and no real

attempt is made to question scientific assumptions basic

to current pedagogical research. The idea of aptitude-

treatment interaction research in teaching (cf. Cron-

baoh, 1967; Cronbach and Snow, 1969; Berliner and Cahen,

1973) or the mastery learning approach (cf. Bloom,I968;

Block, 1971) are other examples of discontent with

current practice and represent attempts at redirection



well within the predominant framework of pedagogical

(or,educational) research and practice . The Increased'

willingness to use ideds from other' diSciplines than

psychology, social psychology, and 'sociology in pedago-

gics is a further _example of 'discontent ,without orien-

tation to4ards pedagogical phenomena as such. This 41

latter trend is-manifested e.g. by recentWritings-in

the field,cf curriculum evaluation (cf. Kraft et al,

1974). A final example is provided by the repeated

cry for theoretical foundation of educational research

and practice. In most *stances such, demands are not

followed or reduced to applications of theories origi-

nating in other disciplines. The role of theory in pe-

dagogical research is likewise most often discussed

well within the established views on science and the

natureof peddgogical phenomena (cf. Suppes, 1974).

A critique that goes beyond the accepted paradigm is

also apparent in the United States. Several of the

authors contributing to the NSSt Yearbook on "Philo-

sophical Redirection of Educational Research" (Thomas,

1972) seriously attacked sem "of the "sacred cows" of

pedagogical research. Thus D,unkel (1972).and Petrie.

(1972) crvincingly argued against what Dunkel appro-

priately labelled as "the narrow view of science" as

a paradigm for educational research. Gowin (1972; 1973)

discussed the artifactual nature of educational pheno-

mena and tried to outline a cluster of criteria for the

determination of what was to count as educational re-

search. He furthermore stressed the fact that educatio-

nal researchers should focus on questions concerning

what is educational and what is not, rather than dis-

cusSing what is scientific and what is not.

Two important and interrelated questions emerge from

the discussions briefly mentioned above. The first issue

concerns the nature of pedagogical phenomena and the

second the problems of studying such phenomena scienti-'

fically34. A debate over such issues has a long history

outside the United States, with roots in the writings

of e.g. Herbart, Schleiermacher, and Dilthey (cf. Rico-

Zin, 1969; ROhrs, 1967; UZich, 1972a)
4"
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The radical critique, however, goes beyond the issues

raised in previous discussions about nErziehungswissen-

schaft", in its attempts to-establish pedagogics on

the foundations of dialectical materialism. This lso,

implies a refutal of "critical theory" approach

within education, which in its turn criticized the

earlier approaches54. Attempts in a truly radical dime-

tion within pedagogics are rare in the United States

and in Great Britain, and dialectical materialism as

a basis for pedagogicallresearcli is not one of the to-
.

pics mentioned very, often. The radical critique of

Ilich recently presented by Gintis (1972) isl)lowever,

one example in the important domain of the political..

econ6my of education. The writings by Brian Simon on

the -effects of streaming in British scools and of the

use apd misuse of psychology in education is another

pertinent' example (Simon, 1971).

It is of course impossible to give a detailed picture

of contemporary radical critique and research in Euro-

pe today, even if the discussion is limited to the

,areas of curriculum and teaching. Furthermore, such an

undertaking is perhaps premature, as I am speaking of

attempts rather than about definite conclusions. These

attempts are, to comIlicate matters further, scattered

and, do. not for a unified body of knowledge. My own aim

is furthermore not to present a radical alternative for

research on curriculum and teaching. Instead I will

try to criticize some aspects of current research in

these areas against the background of antemerging alter-

native aPproAcIP:

THE FUNCTION OF EDUCATIONAL ,SYSTEMS

"The critical turning points in the history of

American education 'have coincided with the per-

ceived failure of the school system to fulfill

its functional role in reproAcing a properly

socialized and stratified labor force, in the

face of important c:- 7.2,;itat:ivetand qualitative

changes in the social relations of production.

... The conflict of economic interests even-

tua-ly culminated in the functional reorien-
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tation of th'e educational system to new labor

needs of 4n altered capitalism." (Gintis, 1972).-

p. 88.)

gduCational systems differ between nations. These diffe-

rences may in part be explained by cultural history and

tradition_which made certain solutions to educational

problets more probable than other. Another and more im-

portant port of the explanation of such differences

lies in the domain of the political and economical

structure of the society in question. It is quite ob-

vious that the educational system of a nation is depen-

dent upon the "society" in which it exists. Thus, the

educational system may be regarded as one of the means

towards the reproduction of labor force in the society,

and as a means to uphold class division in society.

Gintis (1972, p. 724 no

"gduc4tional reformdrs commonly err by treating

the system of schools as if it existed in a so-
,

cialyacuum."

This may be true, but reference to "societyl,..is common

in discussions about curricular reform, curriculum

planning and curriculum evaluation. But in many cases

"society" is discussed in a mystifying way, e.g. as an

`organism" with "needs" and "demands" on education. In

some instances "society" is obviously synonymous to

"state apparatus", while in other instances the con-

cept of "society" refers to persons or committees wori-

king on educational matters.

The idealistic ways of thinking about educational sys-

tems has Ied to an over-estimation of their importance

as means towards change iii the political and economical

structure of the state, as well as to a pessimism re-

garding the power of such systems". The apparent failu-

re of Swedish school reforms to overcome social barriers

even within the edualNional system is an example of an

overestimation of the,importancs an educational reform.

The obvious failure of various compensatory programs

in the United States to fulfill grandiose claims is

another pertinent example. But the numerous lessons do

not seem to alter the high hopes for education voiced

by researchers and experts in the field. At the same



it is, of course, equally fallacious tb maintain the

idea that edupational reforms are4ithoUt%impact. A .

nationwide change of the curriculum and of the organi-

zation of the school system clear4ly have effects (as

is the casein 'Sweden), even if those effects that we-
,

re disired remained unattain-d in important respects.

In two recent papers Johnson (1973) and Allan (1973)

gave a conceptual outline for the analysis of curricu-

lum reforms.,The models outlined in those two paper's

provide descriptive tools for such an analysis. Although

the models seem useful they fail to include the func-

tions of the educational system. Even if the source of-

-the curriculum reform is identified this is not Buff i=

cient to deal 'with the question of why a certain re-

form was initiated. Such a question does not merely

imply that the reasons given by e.g. a committee are

analyzed but that those reasons are discussed within-

the framework of a theory of the functions of education.

Such a discussion can have several starting-points.

The quotation from Gintis (1972) suggests a political

economical approach. His, discussions come close to se- qt.

veral recent contribUtions from West-Germany, where

critical studies of the political economy of the edu-

cational sector have been numerous (ef. Altvater and

Huisken, 1972; Huisken, 1972; Heinrich, 1973; Masuch,

1973; Fischer, 1974). These attempts may perhaps be

most easily understood as a critique of traditional

economical analyses of eduCation on the one hand, and

attempts to analyze the effects Of investments in edu-

cation and educational planning from a-dialectical ma-

terialistic frame of reference at the other. In reading

the works by the authors mentioned above one is forced

to ask if the character and development of education

is directly derivable from the economical structure.

This also implies the difficulties of this approach

to deal with the the contradictory and complex reali-

ty of everyday-life in schools. I point to these diffi-

culties not to-de-merit the- approaches, but to emphasize

the problems involved in developing a comprehensive

theory of the functions and appearance of educational

systems. Within their limits the analyses must, however,
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be judged positively and provide U,,writh at least some

tools to understand the educatidhal systeM8/ .-
.

The approaches merely mentioned here have-help0in

clarifying_same-aepects-Orthe function. of education

by de-mystifying and disclosing the meaning of several'

concepts and strategies used today. At the same time

such analyses leads to serious doubt as to the possi-

bilities of change through education within the nar row

framwork of the economical system of capitalism. This
fi

in its turn could lead to a passivity 9r force radical

scholars within the field of pedagogicS into a position

of constantly criticizing wrong positidrs or to be

content with disclosi:pg to'he public the true charic-
.

ter of e.g. current attempts at reform.',

In discussing education as animmaterial\product Buie-

ken (1972, p. 287), however,-points to certain possi-

bilities of teachers and students:

"Im Auebildungsprosess ats einem sosialem,Prosess,

wirkt die /mmateria/itdt des frArbeitsgegenstandes"

surUck auf die Arbeit des Lehrers. Da das resultat

der Ausbildungsarbeit des Lehrers Beata mit der

haute sehr verfeinerten Kontroli- und Testmetho-
.

dtn nicht exakt su messen ist, entsieht oieh

gleichfalle die Arbeit dee Lehisere der detaillier...

ten, auf teahnologischen Hypothesen basiei!enden

Planung und Steuerung. Troti intensievar sosiat-

technologiecher temiihung im Bereich von Lernpla-

. nung, Lertzsteuerung und Lernkontrolle enthdlt der

Auebildungssektor Unplanbares, das positip for-

muliert - dem Lehrer potentiell Spieirdu4e fur

eigene Ent3cheidungen Aber Unterr-ichtsMethoden,

Lerneinhalte etc. bietet und dem Schiller diefidg-

lichkeit eraffniet, im sosialen Process Interessen

und BedUrfnisse Cu artikulieren, gegtn Lehrerent.,

scheidungen au protestieren, sie au verwerfen und

koilektiv neue xu fallen. Was auf der eine teite

ale relative Autonomie der im Unterrichtsprosess

interagierenden Personen erscheint; was sugleich

dem Konsumenten der Dienste des Lehrers innerhalb

bestimmte Grensen Einfluesmeglichkeiten auf dem

Konsumtionsprosess erdffnet, bedeutet out der an-

deren Suite sowohl fur den Konsumenten ale auch

--r.
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The analysis of these possibilities - i.e. the analydiq

of the "Spielraum" - must of course be linked to the

analysis of the educational system as such. It should

be clear'from what has been stated earlier that I do

not regard education as an autonomous force, but rather

as dependent on the economical and political structure.

Theoretically speaking it is, however, difficult to

fill the gap between the politico-economical level of

analysis at the one hand the analysis at the classroom

level at the other hand. In iturn this implies that

the development of e.g. attempts to establish radical

educational alternatives at the level of teaching-lacks

a proper theoretical foundation.

An analysis of the functions of educational systems

must then be directed towards all levels of educatio-

nal activity and thus also includethe actual teaching

experiences. Such a tdsk was cl-arly recognized by'

Bourdieu (1972) in defining educational sociology as

the analysis of the contribution of the educational

system to the reproduction of the.Istructure of power7-

relations and symbolIc relations between classes, as

it'contributes to

... der Reproduktion'der Struktur der Verteilung

des kulturellen !Capitals unter diesen Kiaseen..."

(ibid., p. 91)

He furthermore stresses an often forgotten aspect of

power relations:

"Denn unter all den Laungen, die im Laufe der

Gesohichte fUr das Problem der Ubermittlung der

Macht und der Privilegien gefunden worden sin4,

gibt es zweifellos keine einsige, die besser

verschleiert ist und daher solchen Geesell-
.

schaften, die demi neigen, die offenkundigoten

Forman der traditionellen Ubermittlung der

Macht und der Privilegien au verveigern, ge-

Pechter wird ale diejenige, die das Unter-

richtssystem garantiert, indem as dazu beitregt,

die Struktur der laassenverhaltniase 24 repro-

t,:



.1' dusieren, und indem es hinter dem Mantel der Neu-

tealitat verbirgt, dass es diese Funktion'er-

fUllt." (ibid., p. 92)

The apparent neutrality ofsschools is expressed through

their manifest functions of transmitting knowledge,

skills, and socially accepted,values. According to

iourdieu etPasseron (1970) the hidden function may

'be described-as "symbolic violence". The term "symbo-

lie" is rather similars,to what has been called "the

ideological level. of the super-structure" in classi-

cal Marxism. It refers 'to a dimension of social rea-

lity different from other dimensiorti. It has to do

-with "value's",' "meanings", "views" etc. By symbolic

violence certain "value's", "meanings",.etc. are forced

upon the recipients as legitimate and are accepted as

such. This in turn implies. that certain' social groups

can force their values etc. upon other-groups due to

power relations,at other levels than the symbolical

one. The,strengfh and power at the economical and po-

litical level is the foundation of the power relation

at the symbolical level. Bourdieu and Passvron state

that the power to implement certain ideas; values etc.

through symbolical communication-'as in schools -

adds its own. symbolical power to.the non-symbolical

relations of strength upon which it,rests. Appliedto

the school system this would mean that Bourdieu and

Paeseron describe the ideological effects of the, mani

fest appearance of. that system, as,symbolical communi-

cation where neither the symbolical violence ndr it

non-symbolical foundations are overtly expressed.

Cailewaert and Nilsson (1974) have pointed out that

the analysis by Bourdieu.et Passeron (1970) allows us

to refute the common mis-understanding that it is the .

formal educational system that bears the responsibili-

ty for the origin, the shaping, and the upholOing of

existing ideas and values in society as such% On.the

contrary, it is the taskoof the schools to cultivate

and diffuse these ideas and values"

The manifest functions'of transmission of knowledge,

skills, and values is thus not a neutralprocess. Its

expression as.curriculum and teaching form the basis
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for the contribution of educational systems to cultu-4

ral and social reproduction.

CURRICULUM'AND TEACHING,

The notions in the previous sections may be used as a

foundatidn'for a concrete discussion about curriculu*t

and teaching.

For0the sake of clarity 'I will use thedefinitions by

Atkin (1973) and ,Johnson (1973) as a starting-point.

They relate the concepts of curriculum and instruction

to each other in the following way:
n ... curriculum involves the intended learning

outcomes - the intended results or ends of in-
,

struction. Ipstructionion the other hand,invol-
..
. ves the planning and_operationof appropriate

strategies\ for curricular components and there-

fore refers\\to the means used to achieve lear-

ning

's

outcomefl intended or otherwise. ' ( Atkin,

1973, p. 195)

I have referred earlier (p. 5) to the matrix suggested

by 'Atkin as a tool or a framework for the- analysis of

curriculum and instructional reform. He uses the terms

"macro" and "micro" cw
.

,

0 ... suggestive of a continuum of curriculum-

reZated decisions running from broad societal

to teacher instructional decisions." (ibid., p.

195)
,

kt-any given level in the macro to micro curricular di-

me sion Atkin furthermore separates between "instruc-
.

tional.planning"cand "instructional operations". At

the micro curricular level we have reached the unit
. -

of a "lesion", the modal level is identified -by cour-

ses and instructional units etc.

The framework developed may be used to discuss issues

somewhat different from "those taken up by Atkin. At

any given level we y define the options available

to teadhers and students in terms of decisions taken

at :higher'ievels: These-deCisions define an important

part of the nSpielraum" discussed earlier (pp. 6 -7).

. In order to take some further steps I will introduce

sn^



some further distinctions. Bernstein (1971) discussed

the classificaiori and framing of educational knowled-
a ge. Such knowledge is realized th-,,ugh three message

systems which he labels "curriculum", "pedagogy", and

"evaluation".

"Curriculum defines what counts as valid know-

ledge, pedagogy defines what counts as a valid

'transmission of knowledge, and evaluation defi-

nes what, counts as alvalid realization of t

knowledge on the part'of the taught." (ibid.,

p. 47)

He fu'rthermore distinguished broadly between two ty-

pes of curricula, using ie boundaries between con-

tents as the separating datension.

"21.contenta stand in a closed relation to each

other, that is, if the,contents are clearly

bounded and insulated from each other, I shall

call such a curriculum a collection type. Here

the learner has to collect a group_af-favoured--------

contsztre-in'or -lertosatisfy some criteria of

evaluation. There may of course be some under-

lying concept to a collection: the gentleman,

the educated man, the skilled man, the non -vo-

cational man. Now I want to juxtapose against

the collection type, a curriculun where the va-

rious contents do not go their own separate

ways, but where the contents stand in an open

relation to each other. I shall call such a

curriculum an integrated type. Now we can have

various types of collection, and various de-

grees and types of integration."*(ibid., p. 49)

Presented in this general way the types of curricula

may be distinguished and discUssed at the various le-

vels suggested by Alkin (1973). Bernstein introduces

two other central concepts - classification and fra-

ming - based on the notion of boundary strength be-

tween contents.

"Classification, here, does not refer to what

is classified, but to the relationships between

contents. Where. classification is strong,

contents are well.insulated from each other by

strong boundaries..Where classification is.



weak, there is reduced insulation between con-

tents for the boundaries between contents are

weak or blurred. Classification thus refers to

the degree of boundary maintenance between con-

tents. '71assification focuses our attention upon

bou, strength as the critical distinguishing

fea;ure of the division of labour of educational

knowledge. p. 49)

The concept of classification is related the curriculum

message system. The second concept ____-_,Urame" - is re-

lated to the structure of the message system pedagogy. I

It refers to the boundaries between what may and wtat

may,not be transmitted in the pedagogical relation-

ship. It does not refer to contents of the pedagogy.

"Frame refers us to the range of options avai-

lable to teacher and taught in the control of

what is transmitted and received in the context

of the pedagogical relationship. Strong framing

entails reduced offiOns; weak framing Witatls a

range of options. Thus frame refers to the de-

gree of contr acher and _pupil possess over

the selectio organization and pacing of the

knowledge tr nsmitted in the pedagogical rela-

tionship. (It follows that frame strength for

teacher 'and taught can be assessed at the diffe-

rent levels of selection, organization, and pa-

cing of the knowledge.) (ibid., p. 50)

The concepts of classification and frame can be direct-

ly related to the possibilities of teachers and stu-

dents to form their curriculum and the range of op-

tions available to them in the pedagogical relation-

shipl°/.

The concept of frame has been used in a somewhat broa-

der sense by Dahllt3f (1971) and it has been elborated

upon by,Lundgren (1972), )62llos and Lundgren (1972),

Kailas (1973a; 1973b). We have used the concept of

frame to denote constraining and directing "factors".

Decisions about frames may then be entered at various

levels within the educational system and may thus ,be

discussed along a macro to micro continuum.
frames -----

macro level are to be regarded as explict expressions



of predominant views on education, including e.g. de-

cisions on number of school years, age of school en-

trance, statements of the general aims of teaching, le-

gislation concerning the educational system, qualifi-

cations of teachers etc. Within the space defined by

the frame decisions at the wcro level (which also in

many instances include decision rules for lower le-

vels) further frames are decided upon.

Frames decided upon at the level immedeately above

teachers and students have been termed "proximal frame

factors" by Kallos and Lundgren (1972), and concern

content, organization, time, persons, and physical

arrangements. 41 given set of ' proximal frames does not

provide teachers and students with an unamblguous,pre-

cise, or complete set of rules for the game of

teaching.

In the perspective of analyzing and comparing differ /

rent curricula I suggest that actual frame decisions

as well as the levels at which they are actually taken

is an important aspect (cf. Danlee, 1973).

If the focus is the options available to the teacher

classification and framing (using Bernstein's terms)

together with decisions concerning the wider range of

proximal frames determine curricular and pedagogical

boundaries
///

The decisions about the educational system at the mac-

ro level do not only concern "intended outcomes", i.e.

in the terminology used here they are not only curri-

cular. The examples given above indicate a more en-

compassing framework. Many of the attempts at change

can be understood as technological rationalizations.

The question is one of efficiency, in the light of

scarce resources. One way of action implies a reduction

of the options open to'teachers and students in the

pedagogical relationship (cf. Bamme and Hotting, 1973;

Huisken, 1972, pp.,133ff).

Bernstein (1971; 1973) has, as already indicated, dis-

cussed various educational codes. In Great Britain,

the United States, and in Sweden, a certain shift

towards an integrated code of the weak classification

and weak framing type may be d-.ected. Such a develop.,



ment brings us back to the questions-concerning the

functions of educational systems. I am not at all con-

vinced that various "project7oriented curricula" or

"open schools" represent a radicalization, although

such "innovations" simetimes are regarded in that way.

The framework for the analysis of curriculum and

teaching discussed sofar, has been limited to the

curriculum aspect, and the comments on what Alkin

(1973) calls "instructional operations' have been ge-

neral.

Research on instructional operations is an important

part of pedagogical research as such. The study of

instructional processes also sharply mirrors current

thinking on issues like those raised in the introduc-

tion of this paper, i.e. questions concerning what is

scientific and what is not, and questions concerning the

nature of pedagogical phenomena. In a paper invited by

this association DahilOf (1974) discussed several of

the issues pertinent to process-related research on

curriculum and teaching at different problem levels.

In the frainwork for'research and study of curriculum

and teaching developed so far teaching (or instruc-

tion) has been regarded as a rule-governed activity

fulfilling definable functions in society. The activi-

ties going on in the classroom and the planning of

these activities by teachers (and students) were re-

garded as constrained and directed by imposed frame-

factors. The implications of such views for the study

and analysis of teaching at the classroom level was ex-.

tensively discussed in several-earlier papers (Kailds,

1973a; 1973b; 1974a; 1974h; Kan6e and Lundgren, 1972;

1974; 1975). I will therefore treat this important

issue rather briefly in this paper.

- Firstly, "a general discussion of instruction (or

teaching) as means towards predetermined ends has se-

rious limitations (cf. e.g. niebard, 1970),. As a

prescriptive model for curriculum and teaching it

imposes strong frames and accentuates the elements

of power and control in teaching.

The technological extension to a curriculum-teaching

model based on predetermined behaviourally defined

"



objectives can be seriously and justly criticized

from a number of different 1.csitions (cf. e.g. Bamme

and Bolling, 1973; Bruder, 1971; Eisner, 1969; Es-

land, 1971; Freire, 1970; MacDonald and Wolfson, 1970).

- Secondly, it should be recognized that the relations

between teaching and learning are controversial. A

general theory of teaching cannot be deduced from

theories of learning, although by virtue of possible

power and control relations in the classroom teaching

(or instruction) may be constrained and directed in

such a way that it is at least seemingly in accordan-

ce with theories or,principles of learning (cf. also

the clarifying discussions on relations between lear7

ning processes and teaching processes by Lundgren,

1972, pp. 342ff and Westbury, 1971).

- Thirdly', teaching activities may be studied, descri-

bed, analyzed, and explained in a number of ways. Va-

rious procedures for classroom observation have been

sevised mirroring different perceptions of educatio-

nal phenomena and pedagogical research. The approaches

that are most reasonable from the frame of reference

outlined in this paper are those of Bellack et al

(1966) and Smith and Meux (1970). The approaches by

Jackson (1968) and Smith and Geoffrey (1968) are al-

so quite relevant-and by no means incompatible with

the approaches by Bellack and B.O. Smith. Other impor-

tant theoretical and empirical 66-ntribiltions in this

area include Keddie (1971), Nash (1973; 1974) as

well as several of the papers in Cazden et aZ (1972)

and Eggleston (1974).

- Fourthly, the epistemological basis of teaching is

an important basis for its analysis and explanation:

This is already implied above in the first notion.

The following quotation from Esland (1971) may illu-

strate this point concretely. Esland vividly descri-
.

bes some of the aspects of the predominant and legi-

timized epistemology, in which the student is regar-

ded as

... a novitiate in a world of preexisting, theo-
retical forms into which he is initiate4 and which
he is expected to reconstitute. The teabher moni-
tors his progress by means of "objective"`

and he is differentiated from others by its



"objective" criteria. According to the parameters
of this model, the.teacher is society's surrogate
selector; his certified competence to perform this
function is not in question. Any criticism which
attaches to him as a "poor" teacher is likely to
refer to his enactive technique, his charisma, or
his 4.tility to maintairi-73Fder"; it is not likely
to attack the basic epistemology on which his peda-
gogy rests.
This view regards the child - by definition - as a
deficit system; a passive object to be progressive-
ly initiated into the public thought forms which
Aiist outside him as massive, coercive facticities,
-albeit "worthwhile" ones. It also legitimates a
didactic pedagogy - the "good pupil" is docile and
deferential, cognitively, at least - and it provi-
de's:particular organizing principles for the selec-
tiokand transmission of knowledge.
It 0 possible to regard this epistemology as a re-
-qieation of both the child and public knowledge;__
for teachers and pupils, the pedagogy which is
founded on as an agency of alienation, and the
knowledge content is an important form of false
consciousness.," (Es land, 1971, p. 89)

It is important `to recognize that the subject

(teacher) - 6bject (student) relationship may be regar-

ded as symbolic violence (cf. p. 8) and accordingly

be linked to the objective functions of schools.

Freire (1970) has_suggested a subject-subject rela-

tionship between teacher and student' as a dialecti-

cal approach to teaching. Such a relationship is per-

haps a necessary condition, but it is by no means a

sufficient condition for a radical approach. I have

noted earlier (Kallos, 1974b, pp. 20-21) that as

far as teaching is confined to rather unimportant

areas of knowledge the existing frames in most cases

permit a subject-subject relationship in the class-

room. Recent trends towards e.g. teaching of a sen-

sitivity-training type may be judged in this per-

spective, and according to the contents be recogni-

zed as potential agents of alienation and mystifica-

tion, or as a more advanced form of symbolic violence.

- Fifthly, the issues of power and control are apparent

in a discussion of curriculum and teaching when re-

garded in relation to the functions of schooling. The

concept of "frame" emphasizes this aspect. But power

and control do not only refer to decisions conderning

what may and what may not be transmitted in the peda-

gogical relationship, but also to the more general



issue of the separate "roles" and functions of

teachers and Students and the objective conditions

'that determine the overt expressions of these func-

tions.

A concrete manifestation of the elements of power

and control is the evaluation system used, which is

invariably linked to curriculum and teaching. At one

level the evaluation system used reflects the basic

epistemology (cf. the quotation from Eeland on page

14-15) and the means-ends thinking (cf. pp. 14-15).

More importantly the evaluation system is the basiSNN

for fulfilling certain functions of the,klucational N
system as such,-e.g.-as-it_is used as a basis for

selection and streaming. The evaluation system to an

important extent defines the professional task of

teachers. Kvale (1972) in a careful analysis demon-
.

strated how examination practices and other aspects

of evaluation reflect both manifest and latent func-

tions of the educational system as such. Finally it

can be noted-that an analysis of evaluation practi-

ces clearly demonstrate the symtomatic,contradic-,

tions of educational systems in countries like e.g.

Sweden and the United States.

The discussion in this section aimed at illuminating a

framework for research on curriculum and teaching in

the perspective of the functions of educational sys-

tems. It should be quite obvious that theory and re-

search at the one hand and the practice of teaching,

or curriculum development are not clearly separable

activities if a radical perspeCtive is chosen. In the

section'on the functions of educational systems I re-

pea4-0,1Y' voiced scepticism as to the possibilities of

changing society through its educational systems. I

also noted that it is important to analize these func-

tions as a basis for efforts within the ;;Spielraum"

and the difficulties of such an analysis should have

been emphasized also in this section.



AN UN-AMERICAN VIEW.

"Ichhatteeingangs gesagt, dass die hdusliche Er-

ziehung aich harmonisch erganzend anschliessen

8011 an die Offentliche Erziehung. Solange aber

die Schule ein Instrument der Klasseherrschaft

ist, solange sie in erster Linie das Ziel vev-

folgt, nicht Menschen zu biiden, sondern geschick-

te Produktionsverkzeuge und demutsvolle Unterta-

nen fUr die Kapitalistische Geselischaftsordnung,

solange wird auch die hausZiche Erziehung die

Kinder und die Eltern in Konflikt mit der Schule

bringen.4 (Zetkin, 1906, pp. 51-52)

The above quotation is taken from a speech given by

Clara Zetkin at the congress of the Social-Democratic

party in Mannheim 1906. In her speech Zetkin recogni-

zed that public education in its then present form was

against the interests of the working class. She clear-

ly recognized the need of a counter-education which

would enable the child to partake in the class struggle

within the school together whith its parents. At the

same time Zetkin clearly recognized the limits of such

an approach, due e.g. to the 'material situation'in the

family and the political organization of the party (cf.

also Hoernle, 1929)
12/

.

An analysis of public education today reveals that the

functions have remained, although its concrete manifes-

tation has changed. Inequalities are obvious and the

contents of schooling and how this content is presen-

ted is still Class based. The sources mentioned in the

section on the functions of educational systems make

this abundantly clear.

I have chosen the label "Un-American" for several yea- --

sons, and in sta?ing those I may also summarize what I

have said and draw some conclusions.

The starting-point was twofold. At the one hand I noted

that research and training of researchers within the

field of pedagogics in Sweden is heavily influenced by

predominant paradigms Ili the United States. At the other

hand I noted that the predominant views on science and



on the nature of pedagogical phenomena could be se-

riously questioned. It is a challenge to pedagogical

researchers in the United States to seriously recon-

sider the basis for their research efforts. Such an

effort has as I have indicated already begun in the

United States, although the impact of the dissenting

scholars is hard to assess for an out-sider.

Current handbooks and textbooks on research in peda-

gics in general and on research on curriculum and

teaching in particular which are published in the

United States are utterly American. References to

work from non-American sources are scarce or non-

existent. I have tried to demonstrate that current re-

search in e.g. several European countries represent

important steps for the necessary redirection of pe-
.

dagogical research. I, however, hope that I have avoi-

ded the trap of presenting these efforts as a new set

of didta or as a wonder-drug for an ailing patient. I

do not want to substitute the unreflected acceptance

of one paradigm for the equally unreflected use of

another.

I have furthermore suggested that research on curricu-

lum and teaching should be based upon a thorough ana-

lysis of the functions of educational systems. Such an

endeavour is,by no means simple. I pointed to some pro-

mising atteml?ts that were based on dialectical materia-

lism. This might'well be judged as Un-American.

In developing a framework for the analysis of curriculum

and teaching I used some proposals from Atkin (1973)

and Johneon (1973),as a point of departure. The frame-

work that 'I tried to develop may be used rather neu-

trally, although I made several directive remarks, es-

pecially concerning teaching.

NThe problems enter in the'selection of research pro-

Nblems and the perspectives used in analyzing current

educational programs. The researcher cannot remain

neutral. The choice is political as well as scienti-

fic, and, involves strategical and tactical considera-

tions, Several of the books and papers referred to con-

tain reflection upon these issues. I have abstained

from presenting`such deliberations as models for
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action or as advice to my American colleagues. The

choice - if it is a true choice - for Un-American re-

search and practice in America is not mine, although

it will perhapd affect alien me.



'NOTES.

1. Walberg (1971) states that educational research, is

in a state of "crisis", and consequently in need of a

new "paradigm ". He uses the concepts of "crisis" and

"paradigm" according to Kuhn (1970). As I have discussed

elsewhere (Kalas, 1973a) the alternative presented by

Walberg (1971) is well within the established "paradigm".

,
His response to "crisis" is obviously based upon a li-

mited understanding of both the "crisis`' and the predo-

minant "paradigm".

2. Research on aptitude-treatment interaction can be

criticized from a number of standpoints. I have presen-

ted one such discussion elsewhere (KaWs, 1974a). The

more general issue of the relations between psychology

and pedagogics is discu-S-Sett-byifaIldsand_Lundaren

0.975) with special emphasis on the relations between

research and practice of teaching at the one hand and

educational psychology at the other.

3. I have tried to analyze these two issues at length

in two previouS papers (Kalle5S., 1973a; 1974b).

The hermeneutical approach in pedagogics is at least

indirectly touched upon by Strike (1972) in his contri-

bution to the aforementioned volume edited by Thomas

(1972). Interest in these issues is also manifested in

the selection of articles for the volume on 'Philosophy

of Educational Research" sponsored by the AERA (AroudY3

Ennisand Krimerman, 1973). The book by Painter (1969)

as well as,papers presented at recent annual meetings

of tlie "Philosophy of Education Society" (e.g. Vanden-

berg, 1973) could also be mentioned as indicators of

interest in the hermeneutical approach within the Uni-

ted States.

S. Discussions of '9-the "critical theory" approach in pe-

dagogics are presented by e.g. Peuerstein (1973), Vlich

(1972b), and Witschel (1973). Klafki (1971) tried to

compare hermeneutical, empirical and critical theoreti-
c

cal approaches in pedagogics, and his article provides

a comprehensive summary of many of the issues raised in
O
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the debate-between these three "schools" of thought in

pedagogics.

6. It should be noted that the radical debate in peda-

gogics is not very strong in Sweden. Swedish educatio-

nal research has been and is heavily influenced by the

developments in the United States, This is reflected

not only in the training of educational researchers in

Sweden, but also in the research programs sponsored by

e.g. the National Board of Education as well as in the

uncritical borrowing of supposed remedies for perceived

problems in schools (cf. also the review of educational

research in Sweden presented by Atkin and Johnson, 1971,

and the short article by Johnson, 1922, on educatio4a1

R & D in Sweden). The scenery is somewhat different in

Denmark and Norway.

7, 50 Years ago Siegfried Bernfeld published a small

volume entitled Sisyphus oder die Grenzen der Erzie-
.

hung". Especially the two first chapters of that book

offers a silmUlating and ihought-proyoking discussion

-on the limits and the power of educational efforti.

This little book is finally available also in the Uni-

ted 'States (Bernfeld, 1973).

8. I had originally planned to include a rather lengthy

description of the results of the analyses Only mentio-

ned here, and especially the discussions about the con-

cept of "qualification", which of course is important

as a basis for curriculum planning as it is directly

related to the question of selection of objectives or

goals. I had also planned to use the analysis by-Hein-

rich (1973) of the school reform in West-Germany, and

the discussion by Fischer (1974) of current reforms in

higher education in Sweden as concrete examples and

illustrations of the limitations as well as the fruit-

fulness of the approaches mentioned. I realized, how-
.

ever, that such an attempt would carat the limits .)f

this paper.
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9. Bourdieu et Passeron (197*0) halve tried to develop
.-

a general theory of symbolic.influence. The school sys-

tem is regarded as a special case. The theoretical pre-,

sentation is highly abstract and formalized as a hie-

rarchical arrangementsof theses. Some'earlier papers

by -Bourdieu have been translated into English and inclu-*

ded in readers in educational sociology '(Young, 1971;

Eggleston, 1974).

10. The discussion of the functions ,of educational -

systems laid an emphasis on the contributions of such

systems to social and cultural reproduction. The ex-

,periences 4t-tchobl. (or in the family) must of course

,be related-to tho'E-emade outside the school .(or the

family). Bernstein (1971, p. 50) in passing notes that

his concept of "frame" may be used in this context:

"There is another aspect of the boundary relation-
ship between what may be taught and what may not be

taught and consequently, another aspect to framing.

We can consider the relationship between the non-

school everyday community knowledge of teacher and

taught, and the educational knowledge transmitted

in the pZgogical relationship. We can raise the

question of the strength of the boundary, the de-

gree of-insulation, between the everyday community,

knowledge of teacher and taught and educationa
knowledge. Thus, we can consider variations in the

strength of frames, as these refer to.the strength

of the boundary between educational knowledge and

everyday community knowledge of teacher and taught."

This notion has several implicatiqns. Firstly, it

paints to the important relationship between educatio-

nal knowledge and "everyday community knowledge". Se-*

condly, and more importantly, it raises the question

If
of eventual differences between students as t the

relationship between these two forms of know dge.

Bernstein (1971, pp. 57-58) notes that the pacing of

educational knowledge is class bated. It is highly

probable that the relationship between educational

knowledge and "everyday community knowledge" also is

class based.

11. Studies, of curriculum andteaching using the frame-

factor concept are accumulating. Empirical data have

thus, been provieed by Dahtlaf (1971) focussing on abi-

lity grouping, by Lundgren (1972; 1973; 1974) and by

Bjarkiund, Kailas and Larsson,(1974) and Ka//60 and

ierelow (1974).

-4
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12. I am indebted 'to my colleague EopEvd-Mari 165hter,

for pointing out this aspect of Zetkin'o_speeeh__ (cf.

Washler, 1975).
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